
Trajan: The Travel-language of the Wanderers
Trajan was spoken by a now-lost culture nearly destroyed by invading forces two hundred years before the earliest historical records of  

nations. Broken and assumed assimilated into the cultures that invaded, the Trajev took to wandering through the nations, recording information  
about each culture, the people that lived in each area, and other important information. As their records grew so did knowledge of their collection  
of information. Some nations attempted to locate and steal or destroy the records while other nations sealed their borders to foreigners. Only a  
handful of nations accepted the Trajev, although none raised any support for their work. Realizing that in order to continue their work they  
would have to resort to more subtle means of information-gathering, the Trajev disappeared, only to reappear scattered throughout the nations as  
acceptable traveling merchants or mercenaries. Using their knowledge of the nations they created their own guilds and organizations, using  
plausible fronts like that of merchanting to veil their true purpose in traveling. As the threat of the Trajev faded from the nations, borders were  
un-sealed and the search for the elusive Trajev Collection tapered off. One people alone knew of the Trajev's re-emergence, but the Zaichi held  
their silence as they had before the Trajev's disappearance. Hidden away in the burial chambers of the BarrowKine, the Trajev Collection lies safe  
- and continued to grow, thanks to the efforts of the BarrowBorn. Trajan is now used only for secret communication between the Trajev and to  
record new information, which is immediately transferred to the BarrowKine where the BarrowBorn file it in the Collection.

Sounds
Vowels: a [ah], e[eh], i[ee], ey[ay-yuh], ou [oh-uh], o [ah-oh]

Consonants: b, d, t, p, k, g [hard - gaunt], j [jar], h [slightly 'aspirated' - not breathy], r [Japanese 'r'], gh [Gaelic Manx ex. Kion droghad], ch [as in 
Bach, although slightly harder], sh [hush], y [yes], v, m, n

Allowed consonant clusters: nt, ng, rt, tr

Stress
The first syllable of each word is lightly stressed unless it contains a 'soft consonant' (sh, y, v, j, h) - then the second syllable receives a light stress. 
Stress is strengthened on the first syllable of the last word of a question (the question word is placed at the beginning of the sentence and has no 
stress).

Phonological Constraints
(tr/C)V(V)(nt, ng, rt): trajan, aghedor, shounona, ishoujavon, viraghona, etc.

Note that consonants cannot follow one another and, with the exception of 'tr', consonant clusters cannot appear at the beginning of a 
word. If a consonant cluster appears in the middle of a word it must be followed by a vowel. Vowels are pronounced independently of one another 
and are not slurred together ('ou' and 'ey' are considered single vowels even though when written in the Latin Alphabet they appear as two 
vowels). 

Trajan Alphabet

Note: Consonant clusters are written so that the first letter is placed above the second and both fit in the same amount of space as a single letter.

Grammar
Word order is S-O-V (Adj/Adv-Number-Quantifier-possessive-N-subordinate clauses) except for dynamic sentences, which are S-V-O.

Trajan is, for the most part, an isolating language - it uses additional words to modify meaning. Verbs are never inflected for case (verbs do not 
change to indicate past, present, or future), nor do nouns or adjectives receive affixes for case. However, nouns and adjectives do receive affixes 
for plurality (dual plural 'ja(d)-', small partitive plural 'jey(d)-', greater partitive plural 'jek(i)-') and in place of separate pronouns, suffixes are 
added to the subject ('on'), object ('in'), or indirect object ('shey') marker.

Case is marked with additional words inserted before the word to be modified. The subject of the sentence is preceded by the subject marker 'on', 
the object is preceded by the object marker 'in', and the indirect object is preceded by the indirect object marker 'shey'. Possession is marked with 
the suffix '-(a)hou', while the ablative case ([something is done] to ...) is marked with the word 'roghin', placed after the person or thing affected 
(for example, “I defeated you” - in this sentence, “I” did something [“defeated”] to “you”, so the ablative 'roghin' is placed after the word for “you” to 
indicate something was done 'to you').



Nouns and adjectives have gender, marked by the ending of the dictionary-form of the word (in the case of nouns). The 6 genders are: sentient 
living being ('-(r)ayn'), sentient non-living being (ghost, haunt, spirit, &c.) ('-(r)ays'), animal ('-(r)ayr'), plant ('-(r)ayt'), stone/rock or mineral 
('-(t)eych'), or manufactured item (such as clothing, utensils, &c.) (-'(d)eyn'). The gender of the noun affects the adjective describing the noun; if a 
“sentient living being noun” is being described as “beautiful”, the word “beautiful” would receive, as a suffix, the appropriate gender-ending (in 
this case, 'eyn').

Personal pronouns are suffixed to the appropriate marker-word (for example, “you are beautiful” would translate to “ashoureyn onikeyl” [lit. 
beautiful-sentient living being subject-listener”]). The personal pronoun suffixes are as follows: speaker [I/me] ('-(i)shey'); listener [you] ('-(a)ro'); 
third-person [they/them] ('-(i)sho'); inclusive-speaker/listener grouping [inc. we] ('-(e)sha'); inclusive speaker/listener/3-person grouping [inc. 
we] ('-(h)esha'); exclusive speaker/third-person grouping [exc. we] ('-(e)sho'). Possession is indicated in the same manner as for nouns, as is 
plurality. 

Other pronouns include the following: which, who, what, where, when, how, why, this (for living beings), this (for non-living beings), this (for 
animals, plants, rocks/minerals, and manufactured goods), here, now, that (living beings), that (non-living beings), that ( animals, plants, 
rocks/minerals, and manufactured goods), some (living beings), some (non-living beings), some ( animals, plants, rocks/minerals, and 
manufactured goods), none (living beings), none (non-living beings), none ( animals, plants, rocks/minerals, and manufactured goods), every 
(living beings), every (non-living beings), every ( animals, plants, rocks/minerals, and manufactured goods), 'at a time' (occasionally), 'at a time' (all 
the time), 'at a time' (never). These pronouns do not decline and are instead, just as the personal pronouns, suffixed to the appropriate marker. For 
instance, “Mora sleeps all the time” would translate to “onechey Mora mekou gero ashirona” [lit. subject-all the time Mora indicative (telling 
listener) unfinished-action (to) sleep]. If a personal pronoun such as I/me or you is used in conjunction with another pronoun such as “what” and 
both pronouns must be affixed to the same marker, the personal pronoun is always affixed first, followed by the other noun.

As the verb is considered the second-most-important part of the sentence (after the subject), it is never inflected. Verb distinctions are made using 
new words, added before the verb itself. Distinctions include (and appear) in the order listed:

• Indicative (telling listener): mekou
• Imperative (directly ordering listener): akou

• Suggested imperative (making a strong suggestion): arikou
• Evidentiality:

• personal experience knowledge:
• probability 'knowledge':
• rumor/hearsay:
• legend/myth (special ending for legendary deeds):
• proverb or idiom: kanou (never used with indicative 'mekou')

• Subjunctive (action may or may not occur):
• Intransitive (it just happens): achen
• Transitive (it happens to something):
• Reflexive (it happens to the subject):
• Static (describes a state): poden
• Dynamic (change in state): piken
• Time:

• past/present (happened in the past and may be ongoing, and/or is occurring now): dashou
• future (will happen): heshou

• completion & aspects:
• completed, one-time action:
• completed, habitual action (whether it's occurring now or will is indicated by the time distinction):
• unfinished (on-going continually, or at least very frequently): gero

• Negative (action did not/is not/will not happen(ing)):

Numbers
The Trajan use a decimal system; the numbers 0-9 are (0) ok, (1) ejir, (2) meyj, (3) ajak, (4) kikir, (5) magag, (6) vangir, (7), gon, (8) deko, (9) 
ajent. 10 (jakart) is considered a 'special' number and, unlike any other number, receives the same prefixes for plurality as nouns. Multiples of 10 
(20, 30, 40, &c.) are written as 10-times-# - for example, 20 is written as jakayameyj. 10 is ligatured to 'jaka-' in this case, and receives the suffix 



'-(i)ya' (indicating that the following number is to be multiplied by 10), and the appropriate one digit number is then suffixed to '-(i)ya'. For 
multiples of 100 (10 times 10), 10 is again ligatured but instead of the suffix '-(i)ya', receives the suffix '-(a)you'. 
Numbers are written as smallest number + next smallest + largest. For example, 247 is written 7 + 40 + 200, or “gonama jakayakikirima 
jakayoumeyj”. The suffix '-(i)ma' in the previous example literally takes the place of the + symbol. 

As a side-note, the numbers are all derived from words and carry specific meaning. Those meanings are as follows (0-9): ok - 'empty hand', ejir - 
'bone whistle', meyj - 'lovely eyes', ajak - 'green leaves', kikir - 'almost complete', magag - 'disparate places', vangir - 'additional resources', gon - 
'pincer grip', deko - 'unfinished work', ajent - 'lidless container'. 10, 'jakart', also has the meaning 'wander-lust/desire to wander' and is used in 
reference to Travej who have traveled more than other Trajev. The greatest Trajev - those who began the Collection and those who travel farther 
than anyone else to collect more information are considered 'jakart'. 'Jakart' is almost like a title for the greatest among the Trajev, but anyone who 
contributes a significant amount to the Collection or who travels great distances can be called 'jakart'.

Adjectives
Adjectives only receive 'gender-affixes' that match the adjectives with the nouns they describe in the sentence. Otherwise, they do not decline; they 
do receive affixes that change the meaning of the adjective. Derivative prefixes are:

• opposite (un-finished, un-done, &c.) 'rert(a)-'
• lack (use-less, &c.) 'nang(a)-'
• surfeit (bounti-ful, &c.) 'eng(a)-'
• possibility (poss-ible, cap-able, &c.) 'jang(e)-'
• liking (Japan-ophile, &c.) 'pang(e)-'
• disliking (arachna-phobe, &c.) 'pen(a)-'
• inhabitant (Taiwan-ese, &c.) 'rang(a)-'
• weakening of meaning (-ish) 'her(a)-'
• strengthening of meaning 'ar(a)-'
• adverb (adverbs are listed separately in the dictionary, without this prefix) 'hen(a)-'

Comparative expressions are created with suffixes attached to the adjective (or adverb) to be modified.
• best/most: '-(a)hang'
• better than/-ier (such as prettier): '-(a)hen'
• as good as (as ... as, only in a 'good' sense; ex. as lovely as) '-(a)hern'
• not as good as (not as ... as, in either a good or bad sense; ex. as simple as) '-(i)houn'
• not as bad as (in other words, “it's not [good/pretty/&c.], but not as [bad/ugly/&c.] as ...”) '-(i)houd'
• as bad as (as ... as, only in a 'bad' sense; ex. as ugly as): '-(i)hout'
• worse than/-ier (such as uglier): '-(i)houk'
• worst/least: '-(i)houch'

Articles: A, An, The
Trajan does not have articles; word-type markers (subject marker, &c.) are used instead.

Noun Phrase Word Order
Adj/Adv-Number-Quantifier-possessive-N-subordinate clauses. For example, the English sentence “the five pretty red cats lay in the sun” would 
appear as “pretty red five cats in sun lay” when literally translated from Trajan.

Sentence order is always S-O-V as the subject and verb are considered the most important parts of a sentence. The only exception to this rule is 
when the dynamic state of something is being described, in which case the sentence order switches to V-S-O.

Relative Clauses (the ... who ...)
Relative clauses are formed through the use of two participles - 'koughed' and 'kougher'. For example “you called the woman who read the book” 
would appear as “you-koughad book read woman-koughan called”. In this example, the participle 'koughad' follows the subject and informs the 
listener the speaker is now forming a sub-clause (relative clause) while the participle 'koughan' informs the listener the sub-clause is complete 
and you're returning to the main clause of the sentence - “you called”. 



Questions
There is no difference between yes-no questions and other questions (such as “who is that woman?”). To form questions, simply add the word 'vou' 
to the end of the sentence. To answer either yes or no (ex. “do you know?” “yes [I know]”), repeat the question word 'vou' and suffix either '-rey' 
(affirmative) or 'rou' (negative). For example, “onarou hechona vou?” literally translates to “subject-you know [question]”. This can be answered 
with the simple “vourey” (affirmative - yes) or “vourou” (negative - no). Otherwise, the listener responds normally.

Negating Sentences
In order to negate a sentence (“I did not walk”, “you did not hurt me”, &c.) place the particle 'ajo' at the beginning of the sentence. For example, “ajo 
onishey hechona” means “(did/do) not subject-I know” (“I did/do not know”). 

Conjunctions
In order to express “finite-and” (there are apples and oranges, but nothing else) the suffix '-(i)sha' is affixed to the last noun in the sentence. 
Expressing “continued-and” (there are apples and oranges and other items like those listed) the suffix '-(i)ra' is affixed to the last noun in the 
sentence. “And-Or-Both” is expressed using the word 'oud' placed between each of the items to be chosen from (the listener is allowed to choose 
more than one of the listed items), while using 'goud' gives the listener a choice of “one or the other, but not both”. Other conjunctions such as 
“but, however” and “if, on the condition ...” are separate words placed at the beginning of the sentence or clause. For instance, a common Trajan 
saying is “keshetiyan onaro in manger gheysanoa, arikou piken vaghona”, which literally translates to “if [subject]-you [object] information seek, 
[suggestion-imperative] [dynamic] travel”; the English would be “if you seek information, travel” (made as a strong suggestion to change from not 
traveling [and expecting someone to just give you the information] to actually traveling [ and therefore seeking the information yourself]).

Style
There are only a handful speech styles in modern Trajan: informal, formal, book-form, note-form, and child-speech. Informal style drops all 
markers (subject, object, indirect object) once those items are established in speaking, and the subject is often left out as long as it remains the 
same. Formal speech, on the other hand, extends the markers into the old forms: “onirtou” (subject), “inartou” (object), “sheyntarou” (indirect 
object). Formal speech also affixes a special 'formal-suffix' - '-mayouna' - to the subject itself and to the verb (after any other suffixes). Book-form 
uses the old form markers as well as an opening marker ['kanger'] and closing marker ['kangen'] to indicate the beginning and end of sentences 
(unless it is a question sentence, in which case the question word 'vou' is extended to 'voukan' and 'kangen' is not used). Note-form works much 
like informal speech, and also reduces the markers to 'o', 'i', and 'ey' (subject, object, indirect object). Child-speech drops all markers entirely and 
often leaves out connection affixes; gender is also ignored in child-speech.

Slang is uncommon, although Trajan does have many idioms and proverbs that are almost always reduced to short forms in which the words may 
not mean something individually. For example, “keshetrek mouvina vaghona manger mouvana ountona” is a a proverb reduced from “keshetiyan 
onaro koughad trekoda mouvir na kanou vaghona koughan gentashou manger mouvar na kanou ountona”. The full translation is “if you travel 
for 200 years in a circle, [you] miss all the information in the center”. The reduced form combines several words within the sentence and drops 
more than half. Many idioms and proverbs are so well known the speaker need only repeat the first part - in the case of the above example, a 
listener may only hear “trek mouvina” (basically translating to “200 year circle”), but the listener understands that the speaker is referring to the 
idiom (since the world 'mouvina' means nothing on it's own [it's a contraction from 'mouvir' + 'na'], the speaker is specifying they mean the 
proverb).

Politeness
Trajan makes use of the formal speech style most often to express politeness, although in other speech styles politeness can be expressed by never 
directly asking a question. Instead, the 'pseudo-question' word 'vi' is used (in place of 'vou'), which is like English “huh ...” or Japanese “nee ...”.  For 
true politeness, the old forms of markers are used, the pseudo-question word 'vi' is used in place of 'vou' and the speaker also depreciates their 
own point of view or knowledge in favor of the listener's. For example, the speaker may open a statement with the phrase “avach mahou nor ...”, 
which translates to something like “my knowledge cannot compare to yours” or “what I will say cannot compare to your knowledge ...”. 

Poetry
Trajan poetry is not particularly common as the Trajev are more interested in the gathering of information (and other people's poetry), but for the 
most part Trajan poetry is based on the repetition of a sound. Trajan idioms and proverbs also like to play with this repetition.


